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The PMR China Carbon Market Monitor provides quarterly
updates across the eight Chinese pilot carbon markets. The
Monitor also provides analysis of climate policy and market
developments at the national level. This issue covers market
activity on volume traded, price and trends from July to
September 2017.
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In Q3 2017, China’s secondary carbon market together
with the Fujian market accumulated a trading volume
of 11.35 million tons, representing a trading value of
US$24.93 million, and an average price of US$2.20/
ton. Compared with Q2 2017, most ETS pilots saw a
significant decrease in their trading volumes following
the end of their compliance periods.
Shenzhen launched vintage 2017 allowances, and
Guangdong released the allocation plan for the year
2017.
There was no significant advance in the legislation,
allocation plan, or supporting systems associated with
the planned national ETS. However, 14 guidelines for
the reporting and calculation of GHG emissions have
been released for public comment and are expected to
be as adopted as national standards.
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This work is a product of Sino Carbon, under supervision from World Bank Group staff. The findings, interpretations, and conclusions
expressed in this work do not necessarily reflect the views of The World Bank Group, its Board of Executive Directors, or the
governments they represent.
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Pilot Carbon Markets

Figure 1. Cumulative Trading Volume in the 8 Pilots
(Million tons, Jun 18, 2013 - Sep 30, 2017)

Since trading in China began on June 18, 2013, 177 million tons
of emissions allowances have been traded on the secondary
market across eight carbon markets. This accounts for a total
value of US$554 million, with an average price of US$3.13/
ton of allowance. Online trading and over-the-counter (OTC)
transactions represent 54% and 46% of the total volume,
respectively. Of the total trade value to date, 60% has come from
online trading while 40% from OTC. In Shenzhen, Shanghai,
Beijing, Guangdong and Tianjin, OTC tends to be the major
trading pattern, while in other regions on-line trading dominates.

*The Fujian market only began trading in December 2016.

Shenzhen

Figure 2. Cumulative Trading Value in the 8 Pilots
(Million tons, Jun 18, 2013 - Sep 30, 2017)

*The Fujian market only began trading in December 2016.

Figure 3. Daily Average Price of Online Trading (US$/ton)
(June 18, 2013 -Sep 30, 2017)

Highlights
••

Shenzhen traded 916,742 tons of Shenzhen Emissions
Allowances (SZA) for a total value of US$3,276,204,
representing 8.07% and 13.14% of total volume and
value, respectively, among all pilots this quarter. The
majority (97.3%) of the SZA traded were the 2016
vintage.

••

Online trading of SZA reached 693,159 tons and
US$2,704,729. Prices fluctuated from US$2.77/ton
to US$7.82/ton. SZA prices tend to vary substantially
by vintage, even as the price of each vintage remains
relatively stable over time.

••

223,583 tons were traded OTC at a total value of
US$571,473. The average OTC trading price was
US$2.56/ton.

Below is a summary of the activity in each of the eight markets between July and September 2017.

Figure 4. Shenzhen Carbon Markets: Online Trading
(Q3 2017)

1 In China’s pilot markets, all transactions—including OTC—must take place on trading platforms (i.e., exchanges). Therefore, the term
“OTC” in this report refers to transactions that are brought to the exchanges for registration and clearing once the two parties making
the deal have agreed on the price and volume of the trade.
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Table 1. Shenzhen Secondary Carbon Market Data
(Q3 2017）

Figure 5. Shanghai Carbon Market: Online Trading
(Q3 2017)

Table 2. Shanghai: Secondary Spot Market Data
(Q3 2017)

Figure 6. Shanghai Carbon Markets: Forward
(Q3 2017)

Shanghai

Table 4. Shanghai: Allowance Derivative Market
(Q3 2017)

Highlights
••

21,683 tons of Shanghai Emissions Allowances (SHEA)
were traded for a total value of US$98,705, substantially
less than that during Q2. All trades were online.

••

OTC transaction tend to be contracted in large volumes.
Given that Shanghai’s compliance deadline was June 30,
2017, the demand for allowances dropped considerably in
Q3. Thus, there were zero ITC trades and price/allowances
also declined.

••

The shanghai market has five forward trading products
( S H E A F 0 8 2 0 1 7 , S H E A F 11 2 0 1 7 , S H E A F 0 2 2 0 1 8 ,
SHEAF052018, SHEAF082018) but zero forward contracts
were signed in Q3.
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Beijing

Guangdong

Highlights

Highlights

••

930,537 tons (US$3,286,760) of Beijing Emissions
Allowances (BEA) were traded in Q3. Online trading
totaled 74,082 tons of allowances (US$566,337) with an
average price of US$7.64/ton, which is the highest among
all markets this quarter; 856,455 tons (US$2,720,423) of
BEA were traded OTC and the average OTC price was
US$3.18/ton.

••

808,453 tons of Guangdong allowance(GDEA) were
traded, representing a trading value of US$1,534,710.
Online trading totaled 454,178 tons of GDEA
(US$876,264), and the average price was US$1.93/ton.
354,275 tons of GDEA (US$658,447) were traded OTC;
and the average OTC trading price was US$1.86/ton.

••

••

Trading has turned less active in Q3 without market
demand for compliance.

The GDEA price has been rising slowly since mid-August,
likely a result of clarity on the 2017 allowance allocation
plan, which was published in August.

Figure 7. Beijing Carbon Market: Online Trading
(Q3 2017)

Figure 8. Guangdong Carbon Market: Online Trading
(Q3 2017)

Table 5. Beijing: Secondary Carbon Market Data
(Q3 2017)

Table 6. Guangdong Secondary Carbon Market Data
(Q3 2017)
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Tianjin

Hubei

Highlights
••

Highlights

Zero Tianjin Emission Allowances (TJEA) were traded
in Q3, due to the over-allocation of allowances and the
uncertainty surrounding the future of the Tianjin pilot once
the national ETS is launched.

••

7,665,408 tons (US$14,808,690) of Hubei Emissions
Allowances (HBEA) were traded, accounting for 67.5%
of the total traded volume among all pilots. Online trading
was dominant with an average price of US$2.03/ton,
totaling 5,540,796 tons (US$11,232,636). 2,124,612 tons
(US$3,576,054) of HBEA were traded OTC at an average
price of US$1.68/ton.

••

HBEA prices remained relatively stable at about US$2/ton
throughout the quarter.

••

Trading dropped dramatically during the month of August
likely due to the completion of the compliance period;
however, Hubei has not made public the results of its
compliance.

Table8. Tianjin Secondary Carbon Market Data
( Q3 2017)

Figure 10. Hubei Carbon Market: Online Trading
(Q3 2017)

Table 9. Hubei Secondary Carbon Market Data
(Q3 2017)
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Fujian

Chongqing

Highlights
••

576,584 tons (US$180,341) of Chongqing Emissions
Allowances (CQEA) were traded, all online.

••

Following relatively low prices the preceding quarter, CQEA
price started to rise in August.

••

At quarter end, Chongqing had not released any
information on the compliance progress.

Figure11. Chongqing Carbon Market: Online Trading
( Q3 2017)

••

In its third full quarter of operation, trading turned
less active. The trading volume totaled 434,169 tons
(US$1,747,791) of Fujian Emission Allowances, of which
383,869 tons (US$1,595,763) were online and 50,300
tons (US$152,028) were OTC.

••

The FIJA price fell from US$5.24/ton in August to near
US$3/ton by late September, likely due to limited market
demand following the compliance period.

Figure 12. Fujian Carbon Market: Online Trading
(Q3 2017)

Daily OTC data of Fujian is not available, thus the trading volume in Figure12
is not total amount.

Table 12. Fujian Secondary Carbon Market Data
(Q3 2017)

Table11. Chongqing Secondary Carbon Market Data
(Q3 2017)
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CCER Market
As of September 30, 2017, 2,871 Certified Emission Reduction
(CCER) projects have been publicized for comment and 1,047
have been registered (287 of which have been issued). Among
those issued, the certification reports for 254 (representing 52.94
million tons of CCERs) are publically available.

Figure 13. CCER Projects by Type (number of projects issued)

Wind, small-scale hydro, solar PV and household biogas projects
continue to be most popular due to the offset rules for CCERs in
the pilot carbon markets.
123.75 million tons of CCERs have been traded through the
exchanges (Figure 15). 6.78 million tons were traded in Q3 alone,
72% fewer than in Q2.
Only the Shanghai, Beijing and Sichuan exchanges disclose
CCER prices. Q3 prices for CCERs trading on the Shanghai
market ranged from US$1.36/ton to US$3.11/ton. Prices were
much higher on the Beijing market, ranging from US$3.45/ton to
US$5.95/ton, while prices in Sichuan were much lower: around
US$1.51/ton.

Figure 14. CCER Projects by Type (million tons of credits issued)

Overall, CCER trading volume dropped considerably in Q3, likely
the result of two factors:
(a) The role for CCERs in the national ETS remains unclear; and 2
(b) The demand for CCERs to meet compliance requirements
decreased because most pilots finished their compliance period in
Q3.

Table 14. China CCER breakdown by project type
Wind
Total
projects
Millions of
tCO2e

Hydro Solar PV

Household
biogas

Total

90

32

48

41

254

12.46

13.42

2.74

6.29

52.94

Figure 15. Distribution of CCER Trading Among Exchanges (M tCO2e)

On March 14, 2017, the NDRC suspended CCER project registration and credit issuance in order to revise its Interim Measures for the Administration of Voluntary
Emission Trading of GHG. Existing registered and issued projects will not be impacted by the revision.
2
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Policy Updates and Analysis
Updates on Development of China’s National
ETS
Allocation: After conducting trial calculations for power generation,
electrolytic aluminum, and cement in May, NDRC has been
committed to optimizing the allocation methods for the national
system. Still, as of Q3, the final version of the allocation plan has
not been released.
Monitoring, reporting and verification: 14 guidelines for GHG
reporting and calculation are to be upgraded as national
standards, following a public comment period that began in August
2017.
Trading platforms: NDRC plans to establish a trading platform in
Shanghai for the national ETS.

Notes on the sources and methodology used for this report
1. Among the eight carbon emissions trading pilots, only Guangdong has
regular auctioning to distribute part of the allowances to regulated
entities (i.e., the primary market). Therefore, the China Carbon
Market Monitor only reports on allowances changing hands once
they have already been distributed through free allocation or auctions
(i.e., through the secondary market). In the eight carbon emissions
trading pilots, such transactions can only take place on the officially
designated trading platforms (i.e., the “exchanges”) with participants
trading either online on an anonymous basis, or OTC where traders
agree on a quantity and a price for the allowances, and then register
and clear the deal with the trading platform.
2. Online trading information (i.e., daily trading volume, value, and average
price) is publicly available for all eight pilot markets. However, the
availability and modality of publication of OTC trading data varies
among different markets: Shanghai, Shenzhen, Guangdong and
Tianjin and Hubei publicly report data for all OTC transactions;
Beijing publicly report OTC transactions on an aggregated basis, and
thus values are determined through subtraction approach; In terms
of Fujian, the OTC data could be obtained by subtracting the online
value from the total value, in which official total value is provided by
Haixia Equity Exchange of Fujian and unofficial weekly aggregated
online data is provided by Tianjin Emission Exchange. Chongqing
doesn’t have OTC transactions.
3. As of June 30, data on the CCER project pipeline, registration,
and issuance is officially publicized by China Certified Emission
Reduction Exchange Info-Platform, which is the official website for
CCER project information. Data on CCER trades come from public
announcements made in the press and by market players in the
respective markets.
4. Availability of allowance vintages for trading is determined by the
respective pilots’ allocation plans. Shanghai allocated allowances for
three years (2013, 2014, and 2015) at once, then converted them
to 2016 allowance (SHEA) associated with newly distributed units
in 2016. Shenzhen and Tianjin allocate allowance vintages every
year. Beijing and Guangdong allocate allowances each year but do
not distinguish between vintages. For the purposes of this report,
BEA and GDEA, therefore, correspond to all Beijing Emissions
Allowances and Guangdong Emissions Allowances from 2013 to
2016. Chongqing allocated allowances for 2013, but does not intend
to distinguish between vintage years. CQEA-1 is the Chongqing
Emissions Allowance valid for the whole pilot phase since May 28,
2014. Hubei allocated allowances for 2014, but will not use vintages;
therefore, HBEA is the corresponding Hubei Emissions Allowance for
the pilot phase since April 2, 2014.
5. A CNY/US$ exchange rate of 0.15112 was used in this report.
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